
DRINKING WATER FOR ABIDJAN

ON THE RIGHT BANK  
OF THE RIVER

La Mé is the name of a coastal river. The plant will collect 

water from the river and treat it. The water will be pumped up 

from the riverside intake and piped to the plant, 500 metres 

away.

The water intake is a 10-metre-deep well, with walls made 

of secant  piles. The plant, meanwhile, is a succession of 

concrete ‘cathedrals’, which are huge inter-connected basins. 

The treatment process has been designed by Veolia. The 

settling reservoirs are followed by basins for filtration, mineral 

treatment and chlorination, and then come the tanks and 

pumps, which will send the water to Abidjan’s water towers. 

Each basin has its own specific concrete structure. Given 

the exceptional volume of water to be treated, such basins 

require a high degree of technical skill. It is the size and the 

complexity of these works which led PFO Africa to bring in 

BESIX to carry out the civil engineering of the factory and the 

water intake.

BESIX EXPERTISE

This site is faced with many challenges. In addition to the 

complexity of the structures, including concrete walls of 

unprecedented height for the region, there are also logistical 

difficulties. Because, unlike on BESIX’s domestic markets, 

specialised materials and machines are not available locally 

and had to be imported.

“This requires all the more meticulous anticipatory work since 

the deadlines have been very tight from the start. The first 

concrete was poured in March 2019. In March 2020, the 

structural work will be completed, leaving us with the finishing 

works, the roads and the various networks. In September, 

the factory must be operational for the test phase”, explains 

Cédric Marchand, Country Manager of BESIX.

To face these challenges while guaranteeing optimal quality, 

the BESIX team handled the entire production and the 

administrative, financial and human resources management. 

The use of subcontractors is extremely limited. The site 

has an on-site concrete mixing plant and a prefabrication 

workshop where the slabs and beams are made. The 

equipment used also belongs to BESIX, including two mobile 

cranes and four tower cranes, of which three were repatriated 

from Guinea and one from Qatar.

KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER

6 days a week, from 7:30 a.m. to 2 a.m., 500 people work 

on the site, taking turns in two 9-hour shifts. The workforce 

includes some fifteen expatriates. The other workers have 

been recruited locally and are employed by BESIX. They have 

been trained to meet the group’s criteria of excellence. “We 

have introduced an extensive training programme for the 

workers. This is extremely beneficial to all of us. Locally, this 

represents a considerable knowledge transfer. The workers 

trained on our site are now the most qualified workers in the 

region in civil engineering”, says Cédric Marchand.

A FIRST IN WEST AFRICA

These workers are now an asset of BESIX in the country and 

will follow the group on other projects. Although the La Mé 

site is the first in Ivory Coast, it will certainly not be the last.  

Its progress speed  has not gone unnoticed. In just a few 

months, it has become an exceptional business card.

BESIX is also proud of its contribution to the project: the plant 

will supply drinking water to over 1.5 million people, with a 

considerable impact on their health and their daily lives.

> 1.5 million 
PEOPLE SUPPLIED  
WITH DRINKING WATER 

10-metre 
DEEP WELL FOR THE WATER INTAKE

  PFO Africa
PFO Africa is the leading operator in the Ivory Coast buildings 
and public works sector. It is also a BESIX customer and 
its reference partner in the country. Since 2017, the BESIX 
Engineering department has been assisting PFO in the design 
of a skyscraper, the F Tower, which will be erected in the 
heart of Abidjan in the next few years. This collaboration has 
generated a relationship of trust, which helped bring in the La 
Mé contract.

  New technologies
The site uses the concrete maturity monitoring solution 
developed by Sensohive, a member of the BESIX Start-
Ups Accelerator. Thanks to sensors placed in the concrete, 
engineers can use their smartphones to monitor in real 
time the evolution of the fresh concrete. “By giving us live 
indications on the concrete strength, the application enables 
us to remove the formwork at the right time”, explains Julien 
Vanrobays, Technical Manager BESIX Côte d’Ivoire.

  A record number of women on site
They are about twenty and hold leading positions at La Mé. 
Engineers, team leaders, site managers, topographers, buyers, 
QHSE inspectors, etc. Few of the group’s sites anywhere in the 
world count so many women. 

  Young Water Solutions
BESIX Foundation is providing logistics and financial support 
to the NGO Young Water Solutions. This organisation is 
promoting access to water in rural areas by helping young 
entrepreneurs carry out water projects in their communities. 
The organisation operates in various countries of the world.

  Water for all
The Ivorian government’s ‘Water for All’ programme is aiming 
at 100% access to potable water by 2030. La Mé is an iconic 
achievement. By 2025 this project alone will produce 30% of 
Abidjan’s needs , which by then will have nearly six million 
inhabitants. Today, most drinking water is pumped from the 
groundwater. Alternative sources are therefore vital in order to 
meet the country’s needs in a sustainable way.

Environment

LARGE PIPES ARE STACKED ALONG THE ROAD OVER A DISTANCE OF THIRTY KILOMETRES. 
FROM DECEMBER 2020, THEY WILL CARRY 240 MILLION LITRES OF DRINKING WATER A DAY TO 
ABIDJAN. ONE JUST HAS TO FOLLOW THEM IN THE DIRECTION OF GRAND ALEPÉ TO FIND THE 
CONSTRUCTION SITE OF LA MÉ. THE SILHOUETTES OF FOUR CRANES RISE UP IN THE HEART OF 
THE VALLEY, WITH BESIX FLAGS FLYING FROM THEIR MASTS. WHEN BROUGHT INTO SERVICE, 
LA MÉ WILL BE ONE OF WEST AFRICA’S LARGEST DRINKING WATER TREATMENT PLANTS. IT 
WILL IMPROVE ABIDJAN’S DRINKING WATER DEFICIT, CURRENTLY STANDING AT 33% IN THIS 
CITY HOUSING ONE FIFTH OF THE CÔTE D’IVOIRE’S POPULATION. THE PLANT IS THEREFORE 
OF PRIMARY IMPORTANCE FOR THE COUNTRY’S PUBLIC HEALTH. BESIX AND ITS PARTNER, 
PFO AFRICA, ARE TAKING CARE OF THE CIVIL ENGINEERING, OF A TECHNICAL COMPLEXITY 
UNPRECEDENTED IN THE REGION. 
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